


➢What I intend to do in this presentation

➢A very short historical perspective of the English language  

➢A brief description of vocabulary and what it means

➢The amount of words we require to learn another language 

➢How are words remembered

➢Why do we forget words 

➢What makes words difficult 

➢What would you get out this presentation 

➢Second part 

➢A TPR session 

➢Question and answers 



AS you may know English belongs to the Indo-European Family Language

Part of Germanic family group.   







A brief chronology of English
55 BC Roman invasion of Britain by Julius Caesar Local inhabitants speak Celtish

AD 43 Roman invasion and occupation. Beginning of Roman rule of Britain

436 Roman withdrawal from Britain complete

449 Settlement of Britain by Germanic invaders begins

450-480 Earliest known Old English inscriptions

Old English

1066 William the Conqueror, Duke of Normandy, invades and conquers England

c1150 Earliest surviving manuscripts in Middle English

Middle English

1348 English replaces Latin as the language of instruction in most schools

1362 English replaces French as the language of law. English is used in Parliament 

for the first time

c1388 Chaucer starts writing The Canterbury Tales

c1400 The Great Vowel Shift begins

1476       William Caxton establishes the first English printing press



Early Modern English
1564 Shakespeare is born

1604 The first English dictionary is published

1607 The first permanent English settlement in the New World (Jamestown) is 

established

1616 Shakespeare dies

1623 Shakespeare's First Folio is published

1702 The first daily English-language newspaper, The Daily Courant, 

is published in London

1755 Samuel Johnson publishes his English dictionary

1776 Thomas Jefferson writes the American Declaration of Independence

1782 Britain abandons its colonies in what is later to become the USA

Late Modern English
1828 Webster publishes his American English dictionary

1922 The British Broadcasting Corporation is founded (BBC)

1928 The Oxford English Dictionary is published

Source: https://www.englishclub.com/history-of-english/



Definition of vocabulary

vo·cab·u·lar·y:  All the words the person knows or uses or all the words in a 

particular language

Word Origin: Latin vocabularius, from Latin vocabulum, from Vocare ‘call’ 
(Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary) 

Definition of vocabulary

plural vocabularies

1. a list or collection of words or of words and phrases usually alphabetically 

arranged and explained or defined : lexicon

2. a : a sum or stock of words employed by a language, group, individual, or 

work or in a field of knowledge b : a list or collection of terms or codes available 

for use (as in an indexing system)

3: a supply of expressive techniques or devices (as of an art 

form) https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vocabulary



“A word is a microcosm of human consciousness” (Vygotsky) 

All languages have words.

Languages emerged first as words historically and the way 

people learn the first language and subsequent languages. 
(Jermy Harmer: How to teach vocabulary) 

1. How much vocabulary do learners need to 

know?

2. How many words are there in a language? 

3. How much vocabulary do you need to use 

another language?



It is estimated that an educated native speaker would probably have a 

vocabulary of around 20,000 words (or more precisely, 20,000 word 

families), such as: play, play+er, play+ful, re-play (Nation: Learning Vocabulary in another language)

The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, for example, boasts 80, 

000 words and phrases, while the Oxford English Dictionary contains half a 

million entries and the number is increasing rapidly. 

Most adult second language learners, will be lucky to have acquired 5000 

word families even after several years of study. This has to do not with 

aptitude but exposure. (Nation: Learning Vocabulary in another language)

Given the constraint how many words does the learner need to know?  

A figure of 2000 words is often quoted as a core vocabulary that will serve 

in most situations. This is around the number of words that native speakers 

use on their daily conversation. Moreover, the passive knowledge of 2000 

words will provide a reader with familiarity with nearly nine out of every 

ten words in most written text. (Nation: Learning Vocabulary in another language)



How are words Remembered?

Researchers into the workings of memory distinguish between the following 

systems.

Short term store

The brain capacity to hold information for up to a few seconds.

The time you mange to dial a number or repeat a word that you just heard.

Working memory

Many cognitive tasks such as reasoning, learning, understanding depend on 

working memory. It is thought like an workbench, information is first studied 

and moved about before its filed away for later retrieval. Material remains 

here for about 20 seconds.  

Articulatory loop which is a process of subvocal repetition, a bit like like an 

audio tape going round and round. It enables the short term store to be 

refreshed. (tangi….tangi…..tangi….) assuming that not too many other new 

words are competing for space on the loop.

Long term memory 

This can be thought as a filing system unlike working memory this one has 

enormous capacity. However this a continuum ‘the quickly forgotten’ to ‘the 

never forgotten’  the great challenge is to achieve the second phase. 



Research shows that in order to move to the long term memory a number of 

principles needs to be observed.

Repetition

While the material is still in the working memory (Articulatory Loop), simple rote 

learning does not seem to suggest that word would transferred to long term if the 

the word has been met 7 times or more during reading especially spaced intervals 

then the chances are great for the word to be remembered.

Retrieval

The retrieval practice effect, by retrieving the word from the memory increases 

the chances of remembering it. Use a new word in written sentences, this oils the 

path. 

Spacing 

Its better to distribute memory work across a period of time then to mass it 

together in a single block (cramming). This is known as the distributed practice. 

e.g. learn the first three items and then go back test these, then back track again 

and so on.



Pacing

Learners have different learning styles and process data at different rate, so 

ideally they should be given the opportunity to pace their won rehearsal 

activities. This could be individual memory work while they are learning 

vocabulary items. 

Use 

Put the words to use in an interesting way help to add the new words to the long 

term memory, the principle is known as ‘Use it or lose it’.

Cognitive depth

The more decision the learner makes about the word the better e.g. 

mango/tango.

Personal organizing

The judgment the learner make about a word are most effective if they 

personalized. Those who read sentences louder do better than those who reads 

the sentences quietly, but those that create their own sentences they do even 

better.

Imagining 

The learners who silently visualize a mental picture to go with a word do much 

better than other the do not use their visualization. 



Mnemonics

These are tricks to help retrieve items or rules that are not yet automatically 

retrieved, it can help with tricky spellings, e.g. i before e except after c (receive). 

Motivation 

Simply wanting to learn new words is no guarantee that words will be remembered.

The only difference a strong motivation is that the learners is likely to spend more 

time rehearsing and practising. But even the unmotivated learners remember words 

if they have been set tasks that require them to make decision about them. 

Attention/arousal 

You cannot improve your vocabulary by listening to a tape while you are a sleep, 

some degree of consciousness is required. A high degree of attention correlates with 

more recall. Words that trigger emotional response especially swear words seem to 

be remembered better. 

Affective depth 

Affective (i.e. emotional) information is stored along with cognitive (i.e. 

intellectual)

Do I like the sound, do I like that thing the words represents, does the word evokes 

any pleasant or unpleasant association.

Words the primary school children learn key vocab have a strong emotional charge. 

Mummy, daddy, kiss, frightened, ghost etc. (Jermy Harmer: How to teach vocabulary) 



Why do we forget words 

Even with the best will in the world students forget words. 

As a rule forgetting is rapid first, but gradually slows down. This is true in short 

term (e.g. lesson to lesson) and long term (e.g. after a whole course) 

It has been estimated that 80% of information is lost after 24 hours of initial 

learning.

What makes the word difficult

• Pronunciation (beter instead of Peter) Arabic speakers 

• Spelling (Bat instead of pat)

• Length and complexity

• Loan words (cravata/tie)

• False friends (actually and actualine) 

• Grammar (does, did)

• Meaning (make and do)



















In Groups 

Please write as many words as you can that are related to the 

words below. Do that as fast as you can!

1. Angry 

2. Bad 

3. Surprised 

4. Happy 

5. Sad

6. Disgusted 

7. fearful

























More Technical Terms 
Homophones

Homonyms 

Onomatopoeia

Silent letters 

Collocations

Affixes 

Red herring  

















Affixes 

Prefix 

Un-

De-

Dis-

Bi-

Co-

Trans-

Suffix

-Ness-

-Ly

-able

-er

-ful

-ment
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